All exercises on the following platform:
online.scuola.zanichelli/invalsi

Read '1984' by George Orwell
Write a summary of each chapter, look up in the dictionary for unknown words and keep track in a glossary.

VOCABULARY
Revise the vocabulary of Ready for First UNIT 9-14
FCE grammar: LANGUAGE PRACTICE FOR FIRST from p. 199 to 269 only the following chapters.
- Travel and holiday
- Work and employment
- Towns and building
- Vehicles and transports
- Food restaurants and cooking
- Shops and shopping
- Crime and law
- The natural world
- Technology and machines
- Health and the body
- Money

1. Choose 4 videos from the list below watch them and answer to these 3 questions for each of them?
   - What is the video about? (40-80 words)
   - Do you agree with the speaker? Why, why not? (30-60)
   - Did you know the matter presented? Did you know something new? (30-60w)

   Video 1 TED Why are we happy?
   Video 2 TED Do schools kill creativity?
   Video 3 TED How to get your brain to focus
   Video 4 TED The protein folding problem: a major conundrum of science
   Video 5 TED The science of sleep
   Video 6 TED The pursuit of ignorance

2. Choose 3 videos from the list below watch them and write a description (100 words)
   - BBC panorama-Amazon the Truth behind the click, BBC documentary
   - North Korea Secrets New Documentaries 2018
   - Kiribati: a drowning paradise in the South Pacific
   - Bloody Queens Elisabeth and Mary 2016 BBC documentary
   - Albert Einstein The Biography History Channel Documentary 2017

EXAM IN SEPTEMBER
PRACTISE ON THE TEXTBOOK SCANNED BY THE TEACHER AND DO ALL THE ABOVE EXERCISES.

L'esame di settembre sarà diviso in una parte scritta che comprenderà una parte di FCE reading con due diverse tipologie, una parte di sentence transformation, una parte di vocaboli e la parte orale che verterà sul programma di letteratura e sui VIDEO assegnati, non comprenderà il libro '1984'.

Del testo testo scannerizzato 'Objective First for Schools' fare i readings e use of English, per ogni esercizio si possono controllare le soluzioni alla fine del libro.